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PROMPT 1
Your Legendary Character
is a cashier during the
holiday season.
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PROMPT 2
Powdered Sugar

Painted Lights
Carousel Kisses
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PROMPT 3

3

Your Legendary Character is
snuggly and warm at home
under a blanket with cocoa
when there’s a frantic knock
at the door.
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PROMPT 4
Falling through the ice is
a lot like loving them…



PROMPT 5
Your Legendary Character
must go to great lengths
to return an unwanted
gift.
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PROMPT 6
“I wouldn't touch you with a
39-and-a-half-foot pole.”
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PROMPT 7
Your Legendary Character
receives a gift wrapped in
newspaper and duct tape.



PROMPT 8
What love note did your
Legendary Character just
leave on a windshield?
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PROMPT 9
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Two estranged childhood
best friends (Your Legendary
Character and someone
special) meet again when
they return to their
hometown for the holidays.
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PROMPT 10
Mistletoe and other things
they’ve kissed under.



PROMPT 11
He’s not Santa…but he
did have a very good
reason for breaking into
the house…
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PROMPT 12

12

A list of things your
Legendary Character
definitely doesn’t want for
Christmas.  
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PROMPT 13
They were toxic like
poinsettias and poison
promises.



PROMPT 14

14
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Instead of a snow angels
your Legendary Character
lies down to make…



PROMPT 15

15

Your Legendary Character
and the person they hate
most (The Foil) are forced to
get to know each other
because of a terrible
snowstorm. 
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PROMPT 16
Your Legendary Character
just got the worst present
ever…



PROMPT 17

17
17

What do the ghosts of
Christmas past say about
your Legendary Character?



PROMPT 18

18

Your Legendary Character
receives a holiday card in
the mail that was sent 50
years ago.
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PROMPT 19
Their soul was made of
melted caramel and pine
needles.



PROMPT 20

20
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Your Legendary Character
and someone special
bump into each other on
Christmas Eve (either
once or every year).



PROMPT 21

21

Your Legendary Character
receives a deeply meaningful
gift they weren’t expecting.
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PROMPT 22
It was adorned with holly
& Paperwhite Narcissus. 



PROMPT 23

23
23

‘I don’t remember being
cold once that winter…’



PROMPT 24

24

Your Legendary Character
must confess their true
feelings before midnight or
risk losing everything.
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Professional storyteller and neurodivergent
creative, Kat Vancil helps aspiring storytellers
vanquish story construction obstacles, slay
the imposter syndrome clawing at the back of
their brain, and stomp boredom flat with her
heart-pounding Boys Love fiction. 

She’s done work for Amazon and Writer’s
Digest had her work sold in bookstores across
the English-speaking world, and won an Ippy
award for excellence in independent
publishing.
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